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Master Dowsing Program
General Preparation: Grounding, Centering and Connecting to Source
Take a few deeps and center yourself. I sometimes like to stand up and bring my arms up in front
of my body and over my head while inhaling deeply. As I do that, I imagine a golden ball of
energy in my heart center expanding throughout my entire body. Then as I lower my arms out to
the sides, I exhale deeply and imagine this golden ball of light now being spread at arm’s reach
above, outwards and under my body encapsulating it in a large bubble. I repeat this a few times
while saying or thinking “I AM” on the inhalation, and “That I AM” on the exhalation. This
simple exercise will automatically increase your vitality and energy field, ground you, and get
you back into your personal power.
If you are sitting, start with breathing energy up through your feet and legs, looping up over your
head and back down into the ground. Think “ground” as do so. Repeat several times until you
feel your legs tingling before proceeding.
Next, imagine your mind coming into a narrow line like a laser beam that runs up your body and
spine from your feet to above your head. Think the word “center”. Let go of your extraneous
thoughts and concerns, worries, personal desires, fears, and agenda. Put your mind in neutral and
unattached to the answers.
Next, imagine a large golden sun somewhere above your head that represents the Universal Field
of Consciousness where all information is stored. Think the word “connect”. Pull this energy
down through your body. Repeat several times.
Options in Using the Master Dowsing Program Script
1. Dowse while reading through the entire clearing program. Pause when the pendulum starts to
move over a section, and wait for the movement to stop before proceeding to the next item.
Because of it’s length, this is impractical. So I advise doing #2 or #3.
2. You can dowse over each of these pages to locate the area/s that needs attention. “Is there
anything specific that I specially need to address here today? If ‘yes’, say “please indicate
what I need to do first.” And allow the pendulum pull you to the appropriate page and to the
paragraph, sentence or word that you need to address. When you have done that section, ask
“what is the next thing I need to address?” Repeat until there are no more to do. AND/OR
3. Set this up as a dowsing program and then activate it with a command, such as “Commence
the complete Master Dowsing Program with all commands as appropriate for ___ [name]
____ (today/right now).”
I advise installing the program #3 as there will be many times when you do not have the script or
the time to do any research on what is causing the energetic disturbance you feel.
But on a daily basis where you have do have both the time and access to the script, do #2.
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Directions for Installing the ‘Master Dowsing Program’
NOTE:
It is intended that the entire program below once accepted by your subconscious mind, High
Self, and true spiritual guidance will activate and function in its entirety anytime that you give
the following short-cut verbal command: ‘Commence Master Dowsing Program’. It will function
much as hitting any command on your computer with a short-cut keystroke. If you feel you need
extra help beyond just issuing the shortcut command ‘Commence Master Dowsing Program,’
you can read through the entire script again while dowsing to monitor that the action is being
taken.
Alternatively, you could dowse over each page to locate the specific area that needs to be
addressed. I like to do this because I get a better idea of what is going on, and over time, it
increases my discernment of the energies.
Take a few deeps and ground, center and connect to Source. Hold the intention that the following
be installed into your unconscious mind to operate upon command anytime you choose. Holding
the pendulum, repeat the following out loud:

Getting Permission:
“May I, Can I, Should I establish the Master Dowsing Program below as written to center, clear
any non-beneficial energies, function at the highest possible level, and to assist me to dowse with
accuracy, and which will be continually in effect until consciously changed by me speaking
aloud?”
If you get a ‘yes’, then proceed.
If you get a ‘no’, then ask, “Do I need to remove, add or rewrite this before installing?” If you
get a ‘yes’, “does anything need to be removed? Please indicate.” Then cross it out.
“Does anything to be rewritten? Please indicate.” Do so, and then check if it is worded correctly.
“Does anything to be added? Where?” Locate where to get an idea if you need to expand on
what was already written or might be a logical extension of it. Then dowse if your idea and
wording are correct.
Finally, dowse as to whether you can proceed with installing the program.
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Installing the Master Dowsing Program
1. READ ALOUD with authority:
“I hereby choose to install the‘Master Dowsing Program’ that follows and then to activate it in
full as written below anytime that I give the command
‘Commence all relevant commands in the complete Master Dowsing Program as
appropriate for ___ [name] ____ (today/right now).’
This program as written will assist me to center, to clear any non-beneficial energies, to function
in all ways at the highest possible level, and to assist me to dowse with accuracy for my highest
good and the highest good of all. It will stay in effect to assist in all my dowsing work and
around-the-clock functioning unless consciously amended by me speaking aloud and it being in
accordance with my highest good.
The Master Dowsing Program can also be initiated by command anytime it is deemed helpful
even without the intention of dowsing at that moment. It cannot be overridden by non-beneficial
energies. And repeating the command to ‘Commence Master Dowsing Program’ in no way
dilutes it’s effectiveness.
The following is the Master Dowsing Program.”
2. READ THE MASTER DOWSING PROGRAM script that follows.
3. When you are done reading the program, say
“This concludes the Master Dowsing Program.
Is this program now accepted by my High Self and subconscious mind until such time as I
revise it with a conscious request made by deliberately speaking aloud?”
If you get a ‘yes’, you are done.
4. Ask:
Am I now clear of all entities and discordant energies?
Am I now able to dowse with maximum accuracy?
Is there anything else I need to address today?
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Master Dowsing Program Script
“There is a part of my being that knows that my core self, my I AM that I AM, is a powerful,
spiritual being created by and forever linked to the Source of all knowledge, wisdom, power and
love. By the authority given to me as a sovereign spiritual being, I declare the following:
I claim my right to call upon the benevolent forces of heaven to strengthen my connection to that
divine Source and to infuse me with whatever knowledge, wisdom, power and love is helpful to
meet any challenges, solve any problems or resolve any issues in order to achieve my goals. Do
so now and indicate with the pendulum when that is done.
Ground my energy in the earth so that I am fully here and connected to my personal power.
Center my thoughts, Take action now and indicate with the pendulum when that is done.
Increase my awareness of Divine Mind and Oneness so that I see, hear, feel, sense accurately
what is Divine Truth, Wisdom, Right Action, and the positive purpose for my life.
I call upon the beneficial forces of the heavens to fully and completely remove any blockages,
over shadowing, masking or attempts to interfere with my connection to Divine Love, Wisdom
and Truth both now and at anytime that interference is attempted. Take action now and indicate
with the pendulum when that is done.
Increase my awareness that I am loved, and that my I AM core has essential worth, dignity,
direction and a divinely ordained purpose. I have a right to ask for whatever I need to be here
and to fulfill that purpose. I hereby call upon the benevolent forces of the heavens, along with my
true spiritual guidance, and the intelligence and beneficial energies of nature, to automatically
come to my assistance to guide me, to provide me with appropriate information with 100%
accuracy, to assist me to heal my issues and fears that get in the way of my soul’s growth and
purpose, and to protect me from non-beneficial interference. I ask those benevolent forces to do
so now. Take action and indicate with the pendulum when that is done.
By the authority given to me as a sovereign spiritual being, it is commanded to remove all blocks
known and unknown to neutralizing, transmuting and clearing any and all non-beneficial
energies, to raising and maintaining my vibration at the highest frequency of light, and in all
ways to functioning at the highest possible level. Do so now and indicate with the pendulum
when that is done.
Remove anything and everything that interferes with dowsing accurately for my highest good and
the highest good of all. Restrict all dowsing communications to my Source (the point from which
I originally became individualized), my High Self, with input by my subconscious mind, divinely
approved Spirit Guides, Guardian Angels and others of their choice that are of the highest
frequency of divine light.
Allow only those dowsing responses that are in Divine Truth and for my Highest Good according
to Source. Prevent any distortion of information. Assist me to interpret the fuller meaning of such
information correctly. Provide me complete and accurate information on any topic I have a right
to know. Take action now and indicate with the pendulum when that is done.
By the authority given to me as a sovereign spiritual being, I declare that all energies within me,
my energy field and everything associated with me be harmonized with the highest vibrations of
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Divine Love. By this same authority, it is commanded that all detrimental energies, including
what is invisible or hidden, that cannot be transmuted, healed and harmonized with Divine Love,
are to be made harmless and formless, purified in the divine fire, and returned to the void.
With the authority that comes from the Source of All That Is, I now command those benevolent
forces of the heavens to thoroughly and completely remove any and all blocks to clearing nonbeneficial energies, whether internal or external, whether in this dimension, reality or existence
or another, and such clearing to include what is hidden, disguised or invisible. Neutralize and
clear any and all blocks to clearing mind-control, negative radionics, hexes, curses, psychic
attack, non-beneficial thought forms, mind grids, and all attempts to manipulate, control,
influence or impact me in any non-beneficial way. Take action now and indicate with the
pendulum when that is done.
With the authority that comes from the Source of All That I now command that all mind-control,
negative radionics, hexes, curses, psychic attack, non-beneficial thought forms be thoroughly and
completely neutralized and removed, their energies scrambled, their detrimental programs and
repeat functions pulverized. Deflect, destroy or neutralize, any and all attempts to manipulate,
control, infiltrate my mind, body, energy field, home, equipment, or anything else associated with
me in any way. It is commanded that any psychic links or pathways by which their evil intentions
have traveled be permanently cut, severed and dissolved. Neutralize and reverse all evil
intentions. Remove negative influences or effects upon my body, mind or spirit. Take action now
and indicate with the pendulum when that is done.
Bless me in the positive opposite of all evil intention. And restore proper functioning in all areas
of my being and life instead.
With the authority that comes from the Source of All That Is, I command the benevolent forces of
heaven to fully and completely remove any and all blocks to clearing non-beneficial attachments,
cords, energy sapping or restriction devices, imprints, implants, devices, programs, influences,
thoughts, emotions, attitudes, habits and inclinations, from this and all of my existences. Take
action now and indicate with the pendulum when that is done.
It is commanded to neutralize and remove all said non-beneficial attachments, cords, energy
sapping or restriction devices, imprints, implants, devices, programs, influences, thoughts,
emotions, attitudes, habits and inclinations, from this and all of my existences. Do so fully,
completely and permanently whether such be internal or external, from any source, physical or
nonphysical, from this dimension and lifetime or any other. Destroy and eliminate all repeat
functions. Take action now and indicate with the pendulum when that is done.
Heal any holes in my aura and close and seal any non-beneficial inter-dimensional doorways.
Resolve any karma, and heal any soul scarring, trauma, wounds, toxic emotions, negative beliefs
or anything else that has or could make me vulnerable in any way to any non-beneficial
interference. I release all blocks known and unknown to my full healing and I call upon the
benevolent forces of heaven to assist me do so now. Take action and indicate with the pendulum
when that is done. Do this for all my existences.
I hereby revoke any detrimental agreements, oaths, covenants or sections of same made
knowingly or not, voluntarily or through deception, coercion or ignorance made in this
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dimension, existence or any other. I ask that all detrimental karma be resolved with wisdom and
love. Take action now and indicate with the pendulum when that is done.
With the authority that comes from the Source of All That Is, I command the benevolent forces of
heaven to remove all blocks to clearing all sinister forces or non-beneficial beings whether with
or without soul, including those that are hidden, cloaked or invisible, that are effecting me in this
dimension or lifetime or any others. Take action now and indicate with the pendulum when that
is done.
I command that such sinister forces be fully, completely and permanently removed from my body,
mind, energy field, home, vehicles, possessions, property, workplace and any other place that I
frequent or travel through. Prevent them from harming me or any other life form on this planet
ever again. Take them where they need to go to be transmuted, transformed, and healed.
It is commanded to sever all links or pathways by which such sinister forces and their minions
influenced or connected to me or anything associated with me. Permanently close, or cut with
Archangel Michael’s sword and disintegrate such links or pathways so they can never be used
again. Do so for all my existences. Take action now and indicate with the pendulum when that is
done.
Provide protection for me for all levels of my being both inside and outside of my energy fields,
in all my bodies past, present and future. Transmute, cleanse and remove all contamination,
programs, influences, imprints, implants, and devices from any non-beneficial beings or energies
from my body, mind, energy field, home, vehicles, possessions, property, workplace and any other
place that I frequent or travel through with the Violet Flame, and fill with the highest frequency
of Divine Love. Disconnect me from any disease or other disruptive mechanisms. Do all the
above for all dimensions and existences of my being. Take action now and indicate with the
pendulum when that is done.
Transmute and heal any belief, perception or judgment of hopelessness, being a victim, unloved
or unworthy, deserving punishment, or any thing else such as fear or trauma. Do so now for all
my existences. Indicate with the pendulum when that is complete.
Transmute and heal anything that interferes with me respecting, loving or honoring myself, or
realizing my true potential. Heal whatever is preventing me from respecting, loving or honoring
others including the earth and all of its creatures. Clarify my true place in the cosmos, to earth,
to humanity, and to my community.
Tune my consciousness to the highest frequency from the Source of All That Is. Raise my
frequency to the highest level possible at this time. Indicate with the pendulum when that is
complete.
Neutralize all detrimental effect upon me of mass consciousness from any and all sources
including the internet, news media, social media, conversations, and the psychic airways. In
particular, neutralize all mass consciousness of fear, hopelessness, depression, hatred, greed,
addiction, complacency, or anything else that would distort, corrupt or disempower me in any
way.
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Transmute all non-beneficial effects of electro magnetic frequency, 4G, 5G, cell phones,
computers, cell phone towers, HAARP, microwaves, radio waves, stray voltage, Smart Meters,
wi-fi, and similar instruments and devices. Transmute all radiation (both natural and man-made)
and geopathic zones. Render such non-beneficial energies and influences harmless and formless
until they are transmuted into the highest and best good for myself and the planet. Do so for all
of my existences. Take action now and indicate with the pendulum when that is done.
I call forth the benevolent forces of heaven and nature to guide, mentor, and in all ways to assist
me to manifest my highest potential as appropriate for the highest good of all, making wise use
of my time, energy and resources. Help me to establish those attitudes and habits of mind and
body that are constructive and to eliminate those that are not.
Bring to my attention and assistance those people that are making a possible difference in the
world so that I have hope, and am encouraged to do my part. Enable me to align with good
people everywhere and with nature to have the maximum, positive impact wherever I exist.
Indicate with the pendulum that is done.
Bring all aspects of my mental, emotional, physical and spiritual being into alignment with
vitality, abundant health, harmonious functioning, and high vibration. Bring to my attention and
increase my motivation to make any corrections I need to make to realize same. Do so now for
all of my existences.
Assist me to be and remain at the highest vibration. Take action now and indicate with the
pendulum when that is done to the greatest extent possible at this time.
Increase my ability to discern truth from fiction, mind control, propaganda or lies, accuracy from
inaccuracy or omissions (deliberate or not) in all areas including education, science, medicine,
health, philosophy, history, spirituality, religion, politics, media, and personal interactions.
Enable me to discern what is not being said or presented from what is being said or presented for
any reason. Enable me to discern the true agendas of others. Increase that discernment with
every passing day.
Access, download and activate in me how to set healthy, appropriate boundaries. I refuse
permission of anyone or anything to enter my personal space or energy field with the intention of
restricting, harming, manipulating, controlling, or using me or my life force. Set up and maintain
an electric fence ten feet out from my physical body that acts as an intelligent force field. It is
commanded to deflect or transmute any and all non-beneficial intentions, energy, people or
entities, parasites or energy vampires. And it is doing so now in a way in which I am really
pleased. Take action now and indicate when that is done.
There is a part of my being that focuses my time, energy and resources on doing what I can,
where I am, with what I have to help create a home, neighborhood and world that is healthy and
in harmony with nature. I call upon the beneficial forces of the heavens and nature to assist me to
do so now.
There is a part of me that knows if anyone in my progeny, family lines or ancestors from this or
other existences can benefit from any of the healing I have done today. And that part is reaching
out to their High Self to duplicate that healing for themselves in a way that is desired and
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appropriate for them and their highest good. It is doing so now. Indicate with the pendulum when
that is complete.
There is a part of me that knows who else at any time or any place desires and can benefit from
any of the healing I have done today. And that part is reaching out to their High Self to duplicate
that healing for themselves in a way that is desired and appropriate for them and their highest
good. It is doing so now. Indicate with the pendulum when that is complete.
End of Program.”

